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BlackBerry 9900 is the fantastic device available with the large number of features and has an
ability to perform smartly. The gadget is manufactured beautifully and has got great looks. The 3G
device is available in the black and white colors. The handset is also recognized as BlackBerry
Dakota and BlackBerry Magnum.

The following are the immense quality features of the BlackBerry 9900 Pay Monthly Deals:

Free BlackBerry 9900 deals is structured in the dimensions of 115 x 66 x 10.5 mm and has the
weight of 130 grams only. The handset is further attached with the 2.8 inches (~286 ppi pixel
density) TFT capacitive touch screen that supports 16 million colors and renders the resolution of
640 x 480 pixels. The gadget is devised with the physical properties of optical trackpad, touch
sensitive controls and QWERTY keyboard.

Users of buy BlackBerry 9900 deals are enabled to store 8GB and 768 MB RAM data internally that
can be extended up to the limit of 32GB via memory card slot for more storage.  You can now store
your whole lot of stuff in to the device only.

Connectivity in free BlackBerry 9900 contracts is done through the features of GPRS, EDGE, Speed
HSDPA, WLAN Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and USB. Make global connections via HTML Web browser and
can also navigate directions through the GPS facility available in it.

The entertaining utilities of the phone include a 5MP camera with LED flash that capturing great
quality photographs and renders them with the clarity of 2592x1944 pixels. Geo-tagging, face
detection and image stabilization are the other important features of the camera. You can also
record videos through the BlackBerry 9900 Pay Monthly.

Other features of the cheap BlackBerry 9900 include BlackBerry maps, Document viewer,
audio/video player, Organizer, Voice memo/dial and Predictive text input. Users can also go for
messaging in the formats of SMS, MMS, Email, Push Email and IM.

Buy best BlackBerry 9900 deals works through the standard battery, Li-Ion 1230 mAh which is
powerful enough to provide stand-by time up to 307 hours (2G) / up to 307 hours (3G), talk time up
to 6 hours 30 minutes (2G) / up to 5 hours 50 minutes (3G) and music play up to 50 hours. Now
make unlimited calls to your dear ones without thinking about the battery.
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